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Mars Observing Program 

Submission Form 

Astronomical League 

Mars Observing Program 

Submission Form 
 

Name: Grant Martin          Date: 9 July 2019 

Mailing Address:  

City: State: Zip Code:  

Email Address:  

Phone Number:  

Astronomy Club Affiliation: Astronomical Society of Eastern Missouri 

How were these observations done? Imaging 

 

Send this form and a copy of your observation logs to the Astronomical League 
Coordinator as indicated on the AL Web Page for the Mars Observing Program. 

 

Send a copy of your observations to the A.L.P.O. Mars Section Coordinator as 
indicated on the AL Web Page for the Mars Observing Program. 

 

  



 

Overview 
 

The Astronomical Leagues “Mars Observing Program” was begun May 15th 2018 and all imaging 
requirements were completed by October 21 2018. 

 

Locations 
Two locations were used for imaging. Short names were noted in logs. These locations are 

Broemmelseik Park 
 St. Charles Missouri (for two observations) 

The park is on the outskirts of the heavily light polluted urban region of St. Louis Missouri to the East. It 
houses a C14 SCT. For imaging Mars, it uses a Televue 2X barlow and a ZWO ASI174 camera. 

Hazelwood 

For all other observations. Observing window is over the greater St. Louis metropolitan area. All images 
taken at this location were through a narrow observing window between 158 degrees and 197 degrees true. 
Observing under these conditions are typically limited to seeing less than III (or 3 on a scale of I = worst and 
V = best) and transparency less than magnitude 3. 

 

Equipment 

Broemmelseik Park 

C14(14”) SCT using a Televue 2x Barlow & ZWO ASI174MM camera 

Hazelwood: 
Used a C8 (8”) SCT with ZWO ADC & Explore Scientific 3x focal extender and ZWO ASI385MC/ZWO 
ASI178MM cameras. Several filters were used: Mount is a tuned Atlas EQ-G 

 

 



Filters used 

Manufacturer Name Note 
ZWO LRGB Standard Luminance, Red, Green and Blue set 
Optolong IR 685  

Astronomik ProPlanet IR 742  
ZWO IR 850  
Sirius Optics  Contrast enhancement 1  
 Mars 2003  
 Planetary Contrast 1  
Orion #47  

   
 

Process 
Imaged every clear night where possible. “Just get the data”. No data reduction. Learn how to process digital 
images as time becomes available. 

Image capture 

Fircapture V 

Post processing 
Used PIPP to pre process videos. AutoStakkert to stack. A little sharpening via ACDSee. 

Statistics 
 

Between May and November, about 425 Videos were taken using various filters. No appreciable increase in 
detail was gained using any filter. Best results were with no filter at all. 

 

Raw data consumed 1 Tb. 

 

Overall notes 
Results were severely limited by atmospherics (imaging over a large metropolitan complex) and 

pushing standard optics to beyond its’ normal visual limits. Using imaging and post imaging reduction and 
stacking techniques overcame these limitations to a certain degree. In fact, detail was captured that would 
normally not be seen if visual observations were made. 

 

Using standard visual notations for transparency and seeing are insufficient for imaging techniques of 
this type. For example, in most instances, the visual seeing was limited to less than 2.5 due to turbulence 
caused by the metropolitan environment. 

 

It is well understood that from a moment to moment timeframe, Seeing can be anywhere from 0 to 5. 
In fact, there are very brief moments where an instantaneous image can be captured when the seeing is at 
the best value of 5. The technique requires software to analyze the frames in a video and extract those that 
are above a selected quality value. This essentially creates a shorter video where all frames represent an 
equivalent seeing value above say 4. Further processing to select the very best frames and stack them for a 
final result yields images not obtainable through the regular visual process. 

 



Another limitation is pushing a small telescope beyond its theoretical limits. The C8 at f10 (2000mm 
focal length) was pushed to f30 (6000mm focal length) using the 3x focal extender. [need some comparison 
numbers]. The visual appearance of Mars using this extender showed nothing more than a fuzzy yellowish 
blob even at about 200x. It is truly amazing to see the detail obtained via these digital imaging techniques. 

Program Requirements 
1. The appearance of Mars (8 or more observations):  

a.  Make a number of observations such that every longitude is depicted at least twice while it is 
within 45 degrees of the central meridian. This will acquaint you with the planet better than any 
other aspect of this program. (To keep track of which meridians you've drawn, you can make a 
ranked list of the central meridians of each of your observations, and then list beside them the 
longitudes   that are 45 degrees proceeding and 45 degrees following the CM's.  A plot of 
these numbers versus rank will give you a visual impression of the gaps in meridional ranges 
that you need to cover better. The use of a spreadsheet or a word processing program to keep 
such a ranked record will make this easy.)  

2. Polar caps (4 or more observations):  
a.  Make 4 drawings or images showing a polar cap during the time of its seasonal regression, to 

show the progression of the decrease in size.   Include the following:   
i.  Measure the diameters, convert to degrees of latitude, and draw a graph.  
ii. Note any phase effect, which introduces error in the measurement.  
iii. Draw or image the edge of the receding cap x4, with note of dark collar if present. 

Explanatory notes are required.  
iv. Describe or draw or image clouds around the edge of receding cap, or lack thereof. 

Explanatory notes are required.  
v. Late in course of the cap recession, draw cap outliers at least once. You need to know 

in advance when they can be seen.  
3. Clouds (6 or more observations):  

a. Observe and describe morning limb or morning terminator clouds twice.  
b. Observe a white cloud twice, located away from morning limb and away from the polar caps, 

with description. Orographic clouds are good candidates for the meeting of this requirement. 
(Find them in blue light!)  

c. Identify and observe one dust storm, with one drawing or image. Pay attention to blogs to find 
when one is present! If you have not yet familiarized yourself with albedo features in the area 
of the dust storm, draw what you see, and revisit the area after the resolution of the storm to 
make a comparison observation. 

4. Blue clearing (4 or more observations):  
a. Using a dense blue filter such as W47 or W44, estimate the relative visibilities of albedo 

features, looking for variability in this characteristic (blue clearing). If no blue clearing is 
detected record 4 estimates in which you state it so.  

5. 5. Albedo feature monitoring (16 or more total observations):  
a. Disc drawings or images spaced at least 30 days apart, concentrating on   possible changes in 

the appearance of each of the following features, 4 drawings or images of each feature: 
b. Syrtis Major and Hellas together  
c. Margaritifer Sinus and Mare Acidalium together  
d. Solis Lacus o Elysium 
e. These may do double duty with other requirements, but note that the changes over time are 

emphasized with this exercise. 

  



 

Program requirements results: 
 

1. The appearance of Mars Completed. See Appearance section below 

2. Polar caps Completed. See Polar section below 
3. Clouds Completed. See Clouds section below 
4. Blue clearing Completed. No Blue clearing detected in any image taken. 
5.  Albedo feature monitoring Completed. See Albedo Features below 

 

Image submission dates 
Image sets for the program requirements were submitted to Roger Venable at ALPO on the following dates: 

 

Elysium Albedo Feature 6/15/2019 
Margaritifer Albedo Feature 6/18/2019 
Solis Lacus Albedo Feature 6/19/2019 
Syrtis Major Albedo Feature 6/20/2019 
Appearance set #1 6/24/2019 

Appearance set #2 6/25/2019 
 



The checklist: 
Astronomical League - Mars Observing Program Checklist 

Done Obs# Category Subset# Requirement 

 

Details of Observation 

√ 1 1 1 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 1 Longitude Range: 333  018  063 

√ 2 1 2 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 1 Longitude Range:     000  045  090 

√ 3 1 3 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 1 Longitude Range:             086  131  176 

√ 4 1 4 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 1 Longitude Range:                      175  220  265 

√ 5 1 5 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 1 Longitude Range:                              245  290  335 

√ 6 1 6 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 2 Longitude Range: 339  024  069 

√ 7 1 7 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 2 Longitude Range:         031   076   121 

√ 8 1 8 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 2 Longitude Range:                  096  141  186 

√ 9 1 9 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 2 Longitude Range:                          184  229  274 

√ 10 1 10 Overall appearance by Longitude Set 2 Longitude Range:                                  272  317  002  

√ 11 2 1 Polar Caps Date: See note 1 

√ 12 2 2 Polar Caps Date: See note 1 

√ 13 2 3 Polar Caps Date: See note 1 

√ 14 2 4 Polar Caps Date: See note 1 

√ 15 3 1 Morning Limb or Terminator Clouds Date: See note 2 

√ 16 3 2 Morning Limb or Terminator Clouds Date: See note 2 

√ 17 3 3 White Clouds Date: See note 2 

√√ 18 3 4 White Clouds Date: See note 2 

√ 19 3 5 Dust Storm Date: 

Planet Wide duststorm present in all images. See 

also” Beginning of the Planet wide dust storm” 

below. 

√ 20 4 1 Blue Clearing Filter Used: See note 3 

√ 21 4 2 Blue Clearing Filter Used: See note 3 

√ 22 4 3 Blue Clearing Filter Used: See note 3 

√ 23 4 4 Blue Clearing Filter Used: See note 3 

√ 24 5 1 Syrtis Major and Hellas together Date:  6/ 6/18 8:54 UT 

√ 25 5 2 Syrtis Major and Hellas together Date:  7/11/18 5:30 UT 

√ 26 5 3 Syrtis Major and Hellas together Date:  8/18/18 5:09 UT 

√ 27 5 4 Syrtis Major and Hellas together Date:  9/21/18 1:05 UT 

√ 28 5 5 Margaritifer Sinus and Mare Acidalium together Date:  7/ 5/18 7:44 UT 

√ 29 5 6 Margaritifer Sinus and Mare Acidalium together Date:  8/10/18 5:05 UT 

√ 30 5 7 Margaritifer Sinus and Mare Acidalium together Date:  9/14/18 2:38 UT 

√ 31 5 8 Margaritifer Sinus and Mare Acidalium together Date: 10/19/18 0:25 UT 

√ 32 5 9 Solis Lacus Date:  5/23/18 9:48 UT 

√ 33 5 10 Solis Lacus Date:  8/ 2/18 4:51 UT 

√ 34 5 11 Solis Lacus Date:  9/ 5/18 1:56 UT 

√ 35 5 12 Solis Lacus Date: 10/12/18 0:22 UT 

√ 36 5 13 Elysium Date:  6/14/18 7:02 UT 

√ 37 5 14 Elysium Date:  7/24/18 2:06 UT 

√ 38 5 15 Elysium Date:  8/27/18 3:37 UT 

√ 39 5 16 Elysium Date: 10/ 1/18 1:27 UT 

Notes 

1: Polar caps exist in nearly every image. 

2: Morning Limb or Terminator Clouds 

and White Clouds were looked for in all 

images but nothing noted due to planet 

wide dust storm, Equipment limitations, 

and the effects of the local atmospheric 

conditions on the captured images. 

3: A #47 filter was used but after a few 

images it was determined that IR was 

passing through creating a false Blue 

Clearing detection event. No Blue 

clearing was detected in any Blue 

channel of any image. 



 

 

In all cases, North is up and rotation is left to right:  

Link to images online: https://tinyurl.com/2018MarsOpposition 

Albedo Features 

Elysium 

 

  



Margaritifer 
 

 

  



Solis Lacus 
 

 

  



Syrtis Major 
 

 

  



Appearance 

Set 1 

 

 

  



Set 2 
 

 



Clouds  

 

Observe and describe morning limb or morning 
terminator clouds twice. 

No clouds of this type were detected 

Observe a white cloud twice, located away from 
morning limb and away from the polar caps, 
with description. Orographic clouds are good 
candidates for the meeting of this requirement. 
(Find them in blue light!) 

No Cloud of these types were directly detected. 
However, two clouds may have been detected 
and are shown below. Unfortunately, it is near 
the South polar cap. 

Identify and observe one dust storm Several dust storms were observed during this 
period. Unfortunately, the largest dust storm 
lasted more than four months and negatively 
affected observations of many of the required 
transient meteorological phenomenon. Of note 
is the detection of the beginning of the planet 
wide dust storm. This is highlighted below. 

 

 

 

This image was taken on July 05 at 0744 
UT.via the C14 at Broemmelseik park Missouri 
(see full data in the image in the Margaritifer 
section above). Of interest are the collars around 
the North and South polar caps. Also imaged are 
two possible clouds at the South Polar cap. 

  



 

Beginning of the Planet wide dust storm 

 

On 31 May, the group was at Broemmelsiek Park performing initial imaging setup and equipment 
testing. During these tests we imaged mars and noticed a brighter than normal area in what later identified 
as the Eastern edge of Chryse Planetia. We did not post process these images until much later. By then the 
dust storm had been announced. As is now known, it grew into a planet wide dust storm that not only made 
detailed observations of Mars impossible, but it killed the rover Opportunity. After reviewing these images, it 
became apparent that we captured the first images of its formation. Unfortunately we were not “The first to 
publish”. It should be noted that these ASEM members were each gathering data for their own individual 
program efforts. They were Dan Crowson, Mike Pusatera and Fredrick Steiling 
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Polar caps  

 

Requirement Result 
Make 4 drawings or images showing a polar cap 
during the time of its seasonal regression, to show 
the progression of the decrease in size. Include the 
following  

Every image contained polar caps. 

Measure the diameters, convert to degrees of 
latitude, and draw a graph. 

See Spreadsheet and image below. 

Note any phase effect, which introduces error in 
the measurement.  

The method of measurement negated any error due 
to phase effects 

Draw or image the edge of the receding cap x4, 
with note of dark collar if present. Explanatory 
notes are required.  

Collars noted and identified in image in the “Clouds” 
section above. 

Describe or draw or image clouds around the 
edge of receding cap, or lack thereof. 
Explanatory notes are required.  

A single set of clouds were noted one time. They are 
identified in the image in the clouds section above. 
As noted, limitations in equipment & stable 
atmospherics (on Earth or Mars) prevented detection 
of any additional clouds 

Late in course of the cap recession, draw cap 
outliers at least once. You need to know in 
advance when they can be seen.  

Due to the limitations of seeing and equipment 
resolution, no outliers were detected. It should be 
noted that the “Mountains of Mitchell” at 
approximately 320°W Longitude, provided the best 
representative of an “Outlier” feature. Many images 
were taken when this line of Longitude was visible. 
Unfortunately, no hint of its appearance was seen. 

 

Polar cap measurements 
The following spreadsheet contains the required measurements for the polar caps in all images submitted 

for this program. Pixel counts were used for the measurement of this requirement. Since we know the Polar 
Diameter of Mars is 4196 miles, it follows that we can calculate actual the N/S diameter of Mars as well as 
the width of the Polar caps. By using this method, the effect of phase will not affect our measurements. 

Of note are serious first order effects that cause inaccuracies of measurements.  

The first effect is the lack of a definitive edge from which to make a measurement. This “fuzzy” edge is 
caused by atmospheric turbulence combined with post processing effects of the video.  

A second effect is the global dust storm that was so prevalent during the majority of the program. These 
effects combine to make measurements subjective at best due to the lack of crisp, sharp edges.  

A third effect comes from using different equipment during 
the course of this exercise as well as different post processing 
techniques for these differences. While the majority of these 
images were taken using the C8 and ASI385MC camera, two 
images were taken using the C14 and ASI 178MM & 174MC 
cameras. 

The effects of these differences can be seen in the large 
extremes of measurements found at the beginning of the 
graphs. Once the process was stabilized, it can be seen that 
the pixel measurements followed the decreasing angular size 
of Mars following opposition. 
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So, even though there are significant 
errors, the overall trend does show a 
decreasing polar cap size throughout the 
observation period: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table legend 

Column Description 
Date UT date of image 

time(ut) UT time of image 

cm Central Meridian 

diam Diameter in Arc seconds. From published ephemerides 

pol dia  pixels North/South Diameter of mars in Pixels 

pole dia "/pixel North/South diameter of Polar Cap in arc seconds per pixel 

pole dia miles per pixel N/S diameter in Miles per pixel  

SP Pixels Diameter of the South Polar cap in Pixels 

SP miles Diameter of the South Polar Cap in miles 

sp cap lat Extension of the South Polar cap (at 36.6 miles per degree) 

 

 

Date time(ut) cm diam 
pol dia  

pixels 

pole dia 

"/pixel 

pole 

dia 

miles 

per 

pixel 

SP 

Pixels 

SP 

miles 

sp cap 

lat 

5/23/18 9:48 86.7 13.9 222.5 0.0624719 18.8575 94.60 1783.92 48.74 

6/14/18 7:02 200.2 17.7 197.6 0.0895749 21.2338 67.10 1424.79 38.93 

7/5/18 7:44 18.4 21.7 269.7 0.0804598 15.5573 116.60 1813.98 49.56 

7/11/18 5:30 291.8 22.7 171.7 0.1322073 24.4368 69.30 1693.47 46.27 

7/24/18 7:32 205.8 24.1 184.0 0.1309783 22.8033 57.00 1299.79 35.51 

8/2/18 4:51 86.8 24.3 206.0 0.1179612 20.3680 69.90 1423.72 38.90 

8/4/18 5:21 76.4 24.3 184.7 0.1315647 22.7168 67.10 1524.30 41.65 

8/10/18 5:05 19.2 23.9 184.2 0.1297503 22.7785 46.90 1068.31 29.19 

8/18/18 3:52 289.9 23.0 178.2 0.1290685 23.5455 49.40 1163.15 31.78 

8/18/18 5:09 308.7 23.0 175.5 0.1310541 23.9077 49.80 1190.60 32.53 

8/27/18 3:37 204.9 21.7 163.0 0.1331288 25.7411 43.70 1124.89 30.73 

8/27/18 4:38 219.8 21.7 162.8 0.1332924 25.7727 51.00 1314.41 35.91 

9/4/18 4:15 141.1 20.3 156.9 0.1293818 26.7419 38.30 1024.21 27.98 

9/5/18 1:56 98.0 20.1 155.5 0.1292605 26.9826 44.40 1198.03 32.73 

9/14/18 2:35 24.2 18.6 157.1 0.1183959 26.7078 44.00 1175.14 32.11 

9/14/18 2:38 25.0 18.6 157.4 0.1181703 26.6569 44.20 1178.24 32.19 



9/21/18 1:05 296.9 17.4 147.2 0.1182065 28.5041 31.60 900.73 24.61 

9/21/18 2:27 316.8 17.4 144.2 0.1206657 29.0971 30.10 875.82 23.93 

9/28/18 0:55 228.5 16.3 136.1 0.1197649 30.8288 24.00 739.89 20.22 

10/1/18 1:27 207.9 15.8 141.5 0.1116608 29.6523 25.20 747.24 20.42 

10/12/18 0:22 87.3 14.2 112.2 0.1265597 37.3957 24.10 901.24 24.62 

10/12/18 3:21 130.9 14.2 116.4 0.1219931 36.0464 26.30 948.02 25.90 

10/19/18 0:12 17.7 13.3 113.1 0.1175950 37.0981 25.50 946.00 25.85 

10/19/18 0:25 20.9 13.3 109.0 0.1220183 38.4936 22.60 869.95 23.77 

10/19/18 2:04 45.0 13.3 105.8 0.1257089 39.6578 25.20 999.38 27.31 

 


